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Abstract. Data races in parallel programs represent the most notorious
class of concurrency bugs. It is still difficult and cumbersome to locate
when a program runs into data races, because they may lead to unpredictable results of the program. To detect data races occurred during
an execution of parallel programs, previous work provides large runtime
and space overhead or focuses on reducing false positives. Thus, the previous detectors are still imprecise and inefficient, when applied to large
scale parallel programs which use a structured fork-join parallelism with
a large number of threads. This paper presents an efficient data race
detection algorithm which analyze conflicting accesses to every shared
memory location. The detection algorithm precisely reports data races
because it guarantees to locate at least one data race for each shared
memory location, if there exists any. Moreover, the technique provides a
significant improvement of efficiency as O(1) space and time overheads
for each access history.
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1

Introduction

The structured fork-join parallelism [6, 8] such as OpenMP is a model of parallel
thread. This model requires at least one set of fork operations which create a set
of concurrent threads, and a corresponding join operation which terminates the
forked threads and spawns a single thread. The structured fork-join parallelism
makes it easier to identify accesses to shared memory location on parallel threads
and to produce a parallel program that is more robust and efficient. This can
contain nested parallelism or series parallelism with other fork-join constructs,
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where nested parallelism is a nestable fork-join model of parallel execution in
which a parallel thread can generate a team of other parallel threads.
Data races [1] in parallel programs is the most notorious class of concurrency
bugs that cause non-atomic execution of critical section or harmful conflicting
accesses to a shared memory location with at least one of them being a write.
A parallel program may not exhibit the same execution instance with the same
input due to the fact that the execution order of threads is timing-dependent. It
is still difficult and cumbersome to locate when a program runs into data races,
because they may lead to unpredictable results of the program.
On-the-fly methods dynamically detect data races with still less overhead in
storage space than other dynamic techniques due to the fact that unnecessary information are removed as the detection advances. On-the-fly methods generally
use either the happens-before analysis [2, 6] which is inefficient due to the additional runtime overhead, or the lockset analysis [7, 9] which is imprecise due to
the amount of reported false positives. Happens-before analysis which based on
uses a logical time stamp[3, 5] and a protocol for race detection. This technique
reports data races between current access and maintained previous accesses by
comparing their happens-before relation. Lockset analysis reports races of monitored program by checking violations of a locking discipline. This technique is
simple and can be implemented with low overhead. However, lockset analysis
technique may lead to many false positives.
There is the trade off between the efficiency and the preciseness in both onthe-fly techniques, happens-before and lockset analysis. Hybrid analysis [4, 10]
combines the happens-before and the lockset analysis to obtain both improved
preciseness and performance. Most hybrid detectors improved accuracy on reporting data races by partially applying the happens-before analysis on lockset
analysis, but still report false positives. We believe that detecting data races
for debugging parallel programs requires a precise and efficient technique which
locates at least one data race, if there exists any. This work addresses to offer
practically precise on-the-fly data race detection.

2

Efficient Data Race Detection

The idea of our data race detection algorithm is originated by the Dinning
and Schonberg’s protocol [2]. This protocol defines an access history considering thread locking mechanisms and maintains it to report data races on every
conflicting access to a shared memory location. In the protocol, an access history
consists of a Read set (R), a Write set (W), a CS-read set (CR), and a CS-write
set (CW), where CS stands for critical section. The R and W are for events outside critical sections, and the CR and CW are for events inside critical sections.
The detection protocol precisely reports data races by guaranteeing the detection of at least one apparent data race for each shared memory location, if there
exists any. However, the protocol requires large space and time overheads which
are proportional to the maximum parallelism T for each entry set of the access
histories in the worst case, because it maintains all earlier events in R, CR, and
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CW until a new write event is recorded in W. Thus, we efficiently improve the
protocol to solve its overhead problem.
Our efficient detection protocol (EDP) reports data races in constant amount
of space and time even in the worst case by maintaining only two concurrent
events in R, CR, and CW using the left-of-relation. The original left-of-relation
[6] is a relative notion about two parallel thread segments that always maintain
two concurrent read events to detect at least one data race with a write event.
For our EDP, we additionally apply the left-of-relation to CS-read and CS-write
events.
The left-of-relation provides positive efficiency for on-the-fly data race detection, however, the efficiency of EDP can be firmly established by a filtering
method which ignores repeated accesses to a shared memory location. With the
filtering method, EDP considers only the first events of each event type in a
thread segment, if the events are performed with redundant lockset. Given an
event ei , a later same type event ej than ei is filtered out by the following
conditions:
IsFiltered(ei , ej ) = {(T(ei ) = T(ej )) ∧ (Ti = Tj )}
(lockset(ei ) ⊇ lockset(ej ))

∧
(1)

where lockset(ei ) represents a set of locks living on a thread segment for event
ei , and T(ei ) means the event type of ei .
In order to report data races or update the access history, our EDP analyzes
the happens-before relation between a current event and an earlier event kept
in an access history, and checks violations of a locking principle between them.
If we observe distinct events ei and ej , a data race is reported by the following
conditions:
IsRace(ei , ej ) = {(T(ei ) = W rite ∨ T(ej ) = W rite) ∧ (Ti ∥ Tj )}
(lockset(ei ) ∩ lockset(ej ) = ϕ)

∧
(2)

For reporting data races, EDP considers only W and CW for ej which is an
earlier event kept in an event history for a shared memory location, if T(ei ) is
Read. Otherwise, it considers all entries of the access history.
Our EDP is practically precise for data race detection in large scale parallel programs, because it guarantees to locate at least one data race for each
shared memory location and offers epochally reduced time and space overhead
by applying the left-of relation and the filtering method. Thus, our technique
is naturally efficient and precise due to the fact that the EDP precisely reports
data races without any false positives while providing a significant improvement
of efficiency as O(1) time and space overheads for each access history.

3

Conclusion

Data races in parallel programs can be occurred when two parallel threads access
a shard memory location without proper inter-thread coordination, and at least
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one of these accesses is a write. Race detection is important work for debugging of
the parallel programs, but it is still difficult and cumbersome. The earlier data
race detector is still imprecise with non-remarkable efficiency for large scale
programs that use a structured fork-join parallelism with a large number of
threads. In this paper, we presented an efficient detection algorithm to analyze
conflicting accesses to every shared memory location. Our data race detection
technique precisely reports data races without any false positives, while providing
a significant improvement of efficiency as O(1) space and time overheads for each
access history.
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